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Introduction

This chapter presents an overview of the physical characteristics and present preservation of books written 

mainly in classical Chinese from the viewpoint of the history of premodern Korea. Books published in Korea prior 

to the 20th century, i.e. stitch bound books which evolved in Korea before the introduction of stereotypes and 

Western-style binding, are generally referred to in Japan as “Old Korean Books” (ChΩsenbon 朝鮮本 or Kanpon 

韓本), compared with “Old Japanese Books” (Wahon 和本) or “Old Chinese Books” (TΩhon 唐本). Maema 

KyΩsaku 前間恭作 (1868–1941), a pioneer in the field of the Korean bibliography, called them “Korean 

xylographs” (Chosen hanpon 朝鮮板本) [Maema 1937]. However, Old Korean Books were printed with not 

only engraved wooden, but also cast metal type, meaning in terms of cultural history that type-printing was a 

characteristic feature of the Old Korean Books. Moreover, although often overlooked in bibliographical studies, 

there are also many handwritten manuscripts bound in the same fashion (shΩhon 抄本), which possess important 

historiographical value as records outside of the strict genre of tenseki 典籍. Thus, the definition of Old Korean 

Books itself is fairly ambiguous, given the different meanings ascribed to it by a bibliographer, historian, literary 

critic, or linguist. In the field of bibliography, for example, although Old Korean Books are classified mainly as 

tenseki there are by no means any strict criteria beyond that classification, since materials other than tenseki 

fit the Old Korean Books description, and furthermore, there are no strict lines that can be drawn to delineate a 

tenseki from some other piece of writing. 

Therefore, when we study Old Korean Books from the historical viewpoint, it would seem most effective 

to regard them as a source printed in premodern Korea with physical characteristics distinguishing it from Old 

Japanese Books and Old Chinese Books, regardless of author/publisher (Korean or Chinese) or script of the text 

(Chinese or Hangul).

1.  Physical Characteristics

The pre-20th century era of Old Korean Books is divided into the Goryeo 高麗 Dynasty Period (916–1392) 

and the Joseon 朝鮮 Dynasty Period (1392–1897), but the term generally refers to books bound during the Joseon 

Period. Before describing the physical features of the genre, it should be mentioned that from the standpoint of 

the historiography of premodern Korea, there are important sources outside the genre, like loosely bound ledgers 

created at government agencies, discussion of which lies outside the purview of the present chapter.

1.  Binding

Probably the feature that most clearly distinguishes Old Korean Books from their Japanese and Chinese 
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counterparts is front covers and the binding method. 

(1) Front covers consist of multiple sheets of paper of the quality of the inner leafs glued together into pasteboard, 

on which wood-engravings are pressed to make reliefs of such designs as swastika, lotus blossoms, foliage 

patterns, arabesque discs, hexagons, thunderclouds, auspicious clouds, peonies, water chestnuts, chrysanthemum, 

plum blossoms, dragons, phoenixes, spiders, or latticework. For the more valuable titles in royal libraries, the 

whole cover would be wrapped in silk.

Paper was mostly dyed yellow with either gardenia or sophora emulsion, blue with indigo solution for works 

of Buddhist scripture, or simply left plain white. Dyeing might have been carried out not only from the aesthetic 

consideration but also for the purpose of preventing insect infestation. 

Back covers were mostly constructed from discarded documents, making them historical sources in their own 

right.

(2) Volumes were sewn with five stitches and relatively thick threads, in such styles as Ochim anjeongbop 五
針眼釘法, Ochim anbop 五針眼法, Ochim cheol’yeop jangbop 五針綴葉装法, or Ochim anjeongbop 五針眼
訂法. Books with yellow covers were sewn with red thread, white with blue thread. More valuable books in royal 

libraries were reinforced with iron or brass flanges and then bound together with iron or brass rivets instead of 

threads, which thus referred to as “steel-bound books” (tekkanbon 鉄巻本) in Japanese.

(3) Book titles were inscribed directly on the cover in Chinese ink, labels (jecheom 題簽) being rarely used. 

This is why books with the same content often have different titles. There were several methods of numbering 

multi-volume collections, including numerals, 上中下 (first, middle, last) and 天地玄黄 from the poetic glossary 

Qianziwen 千字文, with the number of total volumes in the series appearing on the sewing, like “共廿” (twenty 

volumes in total). 

Since books would be aligned horizontally on shelves, abbreviated titles and total volumes would appear on 

the tail at the bottom edge of the spine for convenience in searching, which are called “root titles” (seogeunje 書
根題) in the Korean bibliographical studies.

2.  Paper

Lustrous thick paper (jangjii 壮紙) made from the paper mulberry (Brousonetta papyrifera) was folded in 

two (folio) and bound with double leaves in the same manner as Old Japanese Books and Old Chinese Books, but 

the size of each sheet, 90×50 cm, is unique to Old Korean Books. Lustrous thick paper began to replace thinner 

white paper (baekji 白紙) from around the 17th century, giving Old Korean Books along with their pasteboard 

covers an appearance of durability and heft, an attractive feature for bibliophiles; functionally speaking, such 

construction, including thicker gauge sewing thread, eliminated the need for slip cases. 

3.  Printing

The first work ever printed with engraved metal moveable type was an anthology of the teaching of the 

great Zen masters entitled Baegun Hwasang Chorok Buljo Jikji Simche Yojeol 白雲和尚抄錄佛祖直指心體
要節 (commonly known as Jikji 直指) printed at the end of the Goryeo Period in 1377 at Heungdeoksa 興徳寺 

Temple in Cheongju 清州, a historic Old Korean Book which has been included in the UNESCO Memory of the 
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World Register. Despite the claims that parts of the work, now preserved in the Bibliothèque nationale de France, 

were not printed using metal type, in the collected works of the well-known Goryeo Period author Yi Kyubo 李奎
報 (1168–1241) we find a reference “遂用鑄字印成二十八本” (printed 28 books with metal types), suggesting the 

practical application of metal type in Korea by the 1230s, which thus predates the Gutenberg Bible by about 200 

years.

Old Korean Books printing establishments can be divided into government offices, temples, shrines erected 

to honor great scholars (sawon 祀院), and private families.

Publications printed with moveable metal type were mainly the work of the Office of Collation (Gyoseogwan 

校書館) in the central bureaucracy following the tradition of the Goryeo Period Library Department (Seojeokgwan 

書籍館). The Type Casting Bureau (Jujaso 鑄字所), which was set up in 1403 and took charge of casting copper 

type and printing books with it, was later renamed the Jeongyoseo 典校署 and placed under the Office of 

Collation, which is why that Office is attributed with printing Old Korean Books. In 1777 the Gyoseogwan was 

merged with the Kyujanggak 奎章閣 (royal library of the Joseon Dynasty), which had been expanded as the 

center of learning, and was renamed the Oegak 外閣 (also called the Ungak 芸閣). The publications printed by 

the Gyoseogwan with copper type were mainly books important in the affairs of state, such as the works selected 

by the government bureaus beginning with legal codes and Joseon Wangjo Sillok 朝鮮王朝實錄 (the Veritable 

Records of the Joseon Dynasty).

Raw copper used to cast the type was imported from Japan through the Waegwan 倭館, the Japanese factory 

built in Pusan by the Tsushima 対馬 Domain. The early type was based on Wibuinja 衞夫人字 Font, which was 

created imitating the early Ming type used for government publications. By the end of the Joseon Dynasty, many 

more type casting projects were carried out, using such fonts as Sillokja 實錄字 (Veritable Records Font), 

Hanguja 韓構字 (based on the calligraphy of politician Han Gu 韓構 (1636–1715)), Anpyeongja 安平字 (based 

on the calligraphy of Prince Anpyeong 安平君, the younger brother of King Munjong 文宗), Jeongnija 整理字, as 

well as Chwijinja 聚珍字. Within the actual printing process, missing characters would be augmented with either 

type of a different font or woodblock type.

In addition to calligraphers and function, copper type fonts were also named for the year of the Sexagenary 

Cycle in which they were first cast, such as; the Gyemija 癸未字 (1403), the Gyeongja 庚子字 (1420), the 

Gabinja 甲寅字 (1424), the Byeongjinja 丙辰字 (1426), the Gyeong’oja 庚午字 (1450), the Eulhaeja 乙亥字 

(1455), the Eul’yuja 乙酉字 (1465), the Gab’jinja 甲辰字 (1484), the Gyechukja 癸丑字 (1493), the Byeongjaja 

丙子字 (1516), the Gyeyuja 癸酉字 (1573), the Gyeongjinja 庚辰字 (1580), the Samju Gab’inja 三鋳甲寅字 

(1668), and the Im’inja 壬寅字 (1782). In other cases, the official chronicle fonts would be named after reigns of 

the Joseon monarchs, for example; the Seongjong Sillokja 成宗實錄字 (1499), the Seongjo Sillokja 宣祖實錄字 

(1606), the Hyojong Sillokja 孝宗實錄字 (1661), and, the Hyeonjong Sillokja 顕宗實錄字 (1677). Until the last 

Jeonsaja 全史字 in 1822, fonts would be recast periodically every ten to twenty years.

Moveable type was created by first carving a matrix of each character from littleleaf box (Buxus microphylla) 

tree wood from which to make casting molds for copper type. Often numbering in the tens of thousands, cast type 

was not only expensive, but also required a great deal of skill to make. For example, the littleleaf box matrixes 

carved for Saengsaengja 生生字 in 1792 were used as type for three years before being made into casting molds 

for copper type. This is what is meant by Jeongnija.

Copper type casting projects outside of the Gyoseogwan were conducted by the Office of the Commandant 

(Hunryeon Dogam 訓鍊都監), which was in possession of rich stores of materiel for large scale military training 
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operations and began casting type at the end of the 16th century based on the calligraphy of Prince Anpyeong 

(Anpyeongja) and was known as Hunryeon Dogamja 訓鍊都監字. Books were also published with woodblock 

print by the Office of Astronomy (Gwansanggam 觀象監), which constructed yearly calendars, and the Office of 

Translation (Sayakwon 司譯院), which stood at the forefront of diplomatic affairs. Official Books (gwanpanbon 

官板本) published by the above-mentioned government bureaus continue to occupy the center of attention in the 

biographical research on the Joseon Period, above all those published by the Gyoseogwan using copper type. 

Public printing agencies like the Gyoseogwan were not exclusively involved in publishing books for the 

government, for during hiatuses in public printing projects, they would be commissioned by private persons to 

print and bind literary collections and the like. 

Other than the Veritable Records, which would be printed in lots of four repros and one collated version, 

copper type printing jobs at the Gyoseogwan would usually involve lots of between 20 and 100 copies, meaning 

that the possibility offered by moveable type of mass production printing was far from realized. Rather the 

intention of the Joseon Dynasty in employing cast copper type was to produce the original copies of highly valued 

works, with content that would not be altered by the often haphazard process of hand-copying. Editions printed 

by the Gyoseogwan were presented to bureaucrats with special relationships to the Dynasty as gifts (naesabon 内
賜本) and on the backside of their front cover would be written, 

同治七年七月日 (Date)

内賜三班禮式一件 (Name of the Work)　判宗正卿李敦宇 (Name of Recipient) 

命除謝恩 (Salutation)

同副承旨臣洪東 (Name of Donor)

(From the copy of Samban Ryesik 三班禮式 (New Rules of Court Decorum)

held by the University of Tokyo Main Library)

Since many Old Korean Books do not possess colophons, such descriptions (naesagi 内賜記) have become 

important clues to dating works published during the Joseon Period.

Books printed and released by the Gyoseogwan would then be reprinted in woodblock by regional 

government offices and private persons. At a time when there were no booksellers in the marketplaces, the 

practice of reprinting naesabon played an important role in circulating such valuable works. Under the direction 

of the regional administrative offices of Pyongyang 平壤, Jeonju 全州, and Daegu 大邱, for example, many works 

were reprinted and published in woodblock, concentrating mainly on the tenseki genre. 

At Buddhist temples, the practice of printing the works of the Dharma had flourished since antiquity, and 

there were a large number of monks well-versed in the arts of engraving, printing, and papermaking for mainly 

woodblock publications. While the main concern of temples was publishing works of scripture, talented monks 

were also frequently pressed into service by local administrators in their reprinting projects. While many of the 

temple editions possess no colophons and are thus difficult to directly date, recently Fujimoto Yukio 藤本幸夫 

has used the names of type cutters written on fore-edges (pansim 版心) of books to clarify with a fair amount of 

accuracy such information as dates and locations of printing, demonstrating empirically the important role played 

by temples and monks in premodern Korean bookmaking.

Also in the field of Confucian learning, sawon held large libraries of books for the education of future 
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scholars, but it was mostly Buddhist monks who were commissioned to bind and print them. 

Those in the private sector who were active in publishing Old Korean Books were the literati ensconced in the 

regional society as the Dynasty’s reserve of yangban 兩班 (scholar-officials), the accumulation of learning being 

the source of their power and influence, upon which they passed civil service examinations and won appointments 

in the government administration. They sent their sons to preparatory academies (seowon 書院) to study the 

works of Confucian masters covered in the civil servant examinations. In addition to having tenseki bound and 

printed for educational purposes, yangban families would have genealogies dating back to famous ancestors, 

in order to heighten their social prestige and influence by touting the achievements of family members who had 

passed the highest-level examinations to become top level government officials and outstanding intellectual 

leaders in the local society. This striving for social status also produced collections of the writing of ancestors who 

had been lauded as leading scholars (seonbi) during their lifetimes. Although genealogies and collected works 

were printed mainly in woodblock, it was by no means rare for yangban families to commission the Gyoseogwan 

or other government offices to print books for them. 

All of the publications mentioned so far were bound and printed to meet the needs of their publishers, while 

books made in the private sector for sale on the market were known as banggakbon 坊刻本. On sale were mainly 

fiction and practical manuals, such as the poetic glossary Cheonjamun 千字文 and the Confucian primer Yugol 

Pilji 儒骨必知, but in the absence of bookstores, sales were limited, as the private sector publishing industry 

remained underdeveloped into the modern period.

2.  The Present State of Old Korean Books in Korea 

In early modern Korea, Old Korean Books were accumulated in (1) the archives of the Joseon Dynasty, (2) local 

administrative offices, (3) preparatory academies (seowon), (4) public schools (hyanggyeo 郷校), (5) munjung 

門中 and jongga 宗家, and (6) other personal collections. Whereas they were scattered from the beginning of the 

modern period, they have been systematically collected and stored by many research institutions and libraries. 

The following is an overview of their present state.

(1)  After being collected by the Yiwangjik 李王職, an office set up by the Japanese Governor-General of Korea 

in 1924 to manage the affairs of the Yi royal family, the family’s books were placed in the Jangseogak 藏書
閣 library and those related to the Joseon government were placed in the Gyujanggak 奎章閣 archives in the 

KeijΩ Imperial University Library (described in more detail below).

(2)  The books of local administrations were for the most part scattered or lost around the time of the Japanese 

colonization in 1910.

(3)  The Old Korean Books belonging to preparatory academies have for the most part been preserved along with 

their woodblocks to the present day.

(4)  Those belonging to public schools have also been preserved, but their number is quite small. 
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(5)  Literati families having been organized into patrilineal clans (munjung), with their head families (jongga) 

the centers for the worship of their ancestors, the collected works of their more illustrious seonbi and the 

woodblock textbooks studied by their children have remained intact with their woodblocks.

(6)  Personal collections accumulated for the pursuit of knowledge consist mainly of hand-copied Old Korean 

Books, the provenance and circulation of which is described, for example, in Miam ilgi 眉巌日記, the diary of 

court scholar Yu Huichun 柳希春 (1521–77). 

Turning to the main locations of Old Korean Books and their preservation, we can grasp the overall situation 

by referring to the following three union catalogues.

(1) Maema KyΩsaku, ed., Kosen Sappu 古鮮冊譜 [Maema 1944–57]

This comprehensive reference work contains the Old Korean Books actually observed by the editor and 

entries from the various catalogs he researched. This works constitutes the foundation of the bibliographical study 

of the genre containing insights by the editor and detailed information on various editions of the same works.

(2) Han’guk goseo chonghap monnok 韓國古書總合目錄 [Han’guk Kukhoe Doseogwan 1968]

This work is a comprehensive catalog of premodern Korean books, including Old Korean Books, preserved in 

institutes (universities, private and public libraries, research institutes, museums, and seowons) throughout the 

world, including the Republic of Korea, Japan, and the United States, and in personal collections; however, a field 

survey of the reported titles was not conducted. Although titles are divided into printed books and manuscripts, 

there is little bibliographical information, except for the holders of each title, which provides a bird’s eye view of 

the overall archival conditions of Old Korean Books on a global scale. 

(3) Fujimoto Yukio, Nihon genzon ChΩsenbon kenkyπ 日本現存朝鮮本研究 [Fujimoto 2006–]

This ongoing publication project consists of both a comprehensive catalog and detailed research on Old 

Korean Books preserved in Japan. Detailed surveys of each title have produced a full listing of various editions 

of each title and their whereabouts, accompanied by their bibliographical data and detailed research concerning 

them, which make this work a treasure trove of detailed bibliographical information. Data contained in this works 

is made open to public on the website “Nihon genzon ChΩsen kosho d∫tab∫su kensaku shisutemu: Shibu, shπbu” 
日本現存朝鮮古書データベース検索システム：史部・集部 (Database of extant Old Korean books in Japan; 

http://www.fl.reitaku-u.ac.jp/~schiba/db/shuu/)

(4) “Han’guk gojeonjeok jonghap monnok siseutem” 韓國古典籍總合目錄시스템 (KORCIS)

Set up as a full search engine for old books in 2004, KORCIS is linked to institutes both in and out of Korea, 

including Japan, enabling international searches for Old Korean Books in several foreign languages including 

Japanese and unicode.

(5) Han’guk jeonjeok jonghap josa monnok 韓國典籍總合調査目錄 [Han’guk Munhwajae Gwanniguk 1986–96]

Beginning with the Sung’am 誠庵 Collection, this catalog lists books stored in Korea by region and holder, and 

provides detailed bibliographical survey findings regarding Old Korean Books.
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The following is a list of the major institutes holding Old Korean Books. 

(1) Seoul University

The University Library’s Gyujanggak archives contain the largest collection of Old Korean Books in Korea, 

most of which pertain to the Joseon Dynasty government administration. The Gyujanggak was built in the 20th 

year of the Sukjong 肅宗 Era (1694) as an annex to the Jongbusi 宗簿寺, the office of the royal genealogy which 

also stored autographs and writings of the kings, then expanded into a center of learning by King Jeongjo 正
祖 (r. 1776–1800). After the Juhabnu 宙合樓 was relocated from the Gyeonghuigung 慶熙宮 palace to the 

Changdeokgung 昌徳宮 palace, the Eojejongak 御製尊閣 on its first floor was remodeled into the Gyujanggak. All 

of the autographs and writing of the past Joseon kings and those of King Jeongjo were moved to the Bong’ogak 奉
謨閣 for storage and the Bonghyanggak 奉香閣 was constructed separately as a reading room.  

As part of his promotion of learning and scholarly research among literati bureaucrats, Jeongjo dispatched 

envoys (Yeonhaengsa 燕行使) to the Qing Dynasty Court to purchase a large number of Chinese works at the 

bookstores in Beijing. These along with books published in Korea were stored in the Gyujanggak’s Yeolgogwan 閲
古觀, Gaeyuwa 皆有窩, and Seogo 西庫.

In 1911, after the Japanese colonization of Korea, the library section of the Yiwangjik took over the 

management of the libraries of the Joseon Dynasty and government, and three months later was merged into the 

Investigative Bureau (Chwijoguk 取調局), which collected all the books held by not only the Gyujanggak, but also 

the Gungnaebu 宮内府 (Office of the Royal Household), Hongmungwan 弘文館 (Joseon Dynasty’s administrative 

and research agency), Sigangwon 侍講院 (Office of the Royal Education), Jibokjae 集玉齋, the royal villa (igung 

離宮) at Bukhan-san 北漢山, and the archives (sago 史庫) at  Jeongjok-san 鼎足山, Jeoksang-san 赤裳山, 

Taebaek-san 太白山, and Odae-san 五臺山, and stored them at the Jongchinbu 宗親府 archives in Gyeongseong 

京城 (present day Seoul). Then in 1924 the collection was moved to newly constructed KeijΩ Imperial University 

and named the Gyujanggak (hereafter the New Gyujanggak). 

After Japan’s defeat in the Asia-Pacific War in August 1945 and the transfer of KeijΩ Imperial University to 

Korean control, the New Gyujanggak became the holding of newly established Seoul University, where it is located 

today with the above-mentioned archives intact, but also growing in size and quality with the accumulation of 

new acquisitions. Exceptions include the Jeoksang-san archive, which was returned to the former Joseon Royal 

Family in 1911 and is now held by the Jangseogak archives at the Academy of Korean Studies (Han’gukhak Jung’
ang Yeon’guwon 韓國學中央研究院), without the copy of the Veritable Records, which was confiscated by the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea during the Korean War and remains today in that country’s national 

archives. One more exception is the copy of the Veritable Records in the Odae-san archive, which was donated to 

the University of Tokyo in 1913. While a portion of it was returned to the Gyujanggak at KeijΩ Imperial University, 

the major portion of what remained in Japan was destroyed by fire during the Great KantΩ Earthquake of 1923. 

The small part saved from fire was returned in 2006 to Seoul University and placed in the New Gyujanggak, and 

was designated as National Treasures by the Korean government with the copies of the Veritable Records in the 

other archives, and then included in the UNESCO Memory of the World Register.

Finally, numerous collections of Old Korean Books donated by the people related to Seoul University, like the 

Ilsa Mungo 一蓑文庫 and Ganam Mungo 伽藍文庫, are now preserved in the New Gyujanggak or the Old Books 

Room of the University Library. 
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(2) Jangseogak at the Academy of Korean Studies

The Academy’s Jangseogak archive is a storage facility for the titles related to the Yi royal family set up by 

the Yiwangjik which managed the family’s affairs under the Government-General of Korea, and holds royal family 

genealogies, records, and some 650,000 metal moveable types. In 1981 the archive was transferred to the Korean 

Ethos Research Center (renamed the Academy of Korean Studies in 2005) and presently serves as the Center’s 

Library, boasting the largest collection of sources related to the Yi royal family in Korea.

(3) The National Library of Korea

Originating from the Library of the Government-General of Korea, there are scant details on its earliest 

activities, but it seems that the original collection was purchased from private libraries. That is why the content 

is so diversified including many hand-copied books. Following national independence, the Library adopted a 

proactive collection policy resulting in constantly increasing archives. The collection contains many unique works 

of which other copies are not reported to exist, and detailed catalogs of the excellent works selected from the 

collection have been continually prepared and published.

(4) Advanced Center for Korean Studies, North Gyeongsang Province

The Center’s archives consist mainly of private libraries commissioned or donated by head families of the 

literati of North Gyeongsang Province, with its center Andong 安東 where they concentrated in the late Joseon 

Period. Owing to a growing lack of interest or a shortage of successors on the part of those families in the midst 

of rapid economic growth and urbanization in the region, many of them are finding it difficult to preserve their 

libraries. The Center is actively receiving those libraries into its archives, arranging them into collections named 

after their former owners, and storing them collectively.

(5) Korea University 

In addition to a proactive collection policy, the University has been the recipient of many personal libraries, 

including the Yuktang 六堂 Collection at the Asiatic Research Institute (Asia Munje Yeon’guseo 亞細亞問題研究
所), formerly owned by poet, journalist, historian, and literary publisher Choe Namseon 崔南善 (1890–1957) and 

the Seogju 石洲, Sin’am 薪庵, Gyeonghwa-dang 景和堂, Hwasan 華山, and Mansong 晩松 Collections at the Main 

Library, all of which contain Old Korean Books in addition to many Old Chinese Books.

(6) Other Universities with Substantial Old Korean Books Holdings

Other universities holding substantial Old Korean Books collections include Yonsei University, Hanyang 

University, Kookmin University, Sungkyunkwan University, Chung-Ang University, Dongguk University, Ewha 

Womans University, Chungbuk National University, Chungnam National University, Kyungpook National 

University, Keimyung University, Yeungnam University, Pusan National University, Gyeongsang National 

University, Chonbuk National University, and Chonnam National University. In particular, universities located 

outside of Seoul are gradually building up their collections from local sources of Old Korean Books in the midst of 

similar socio-economic conditions which have resulted in the burgeoning collection of the Advanced Center for 

Korean Studies.
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(7) Preparatory Academies

Old Korean Books, together with woodblock copies, are preserved by the Dosan 陶山 Academy founded by 

Confucian scholar Yi Hwang 李滉 (Toegye 退溪, 1501–70) and the other academies such as Seosan 西山, Namgye 

濫渓, Donam 道南, Seoak 西岳, Ogsan 玉山, Sosu 紹修, and Gwisan 龜山.

(8) Personal Collections

While no general information exists, we can only assume that personal collections were either inherited from 

ancestors or purchased by bibliophiles during the modern period. In the former case, even if the collections are 

now “personally” owned, they might have been collected and accumulated by head families leading patrilineal 

clans of literati.

3.  The Present State of Old Korean Books in Japan

The main routes by which Old Korean Books were transmitted to Japan are (1) gifts from the Joseon royal 

family or government to the SΩ 宗 Clan of Tsushima Domain, (2) purchases through the Waegwan in Pusan, and 

(3) looting during the invasion of Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s 豊臣秀吉 forces during 1592–98. In modern times, as 

in the above case of the Odae-san edition of the Veritable Records transferred to the University of Tokyo, the 

Japanese colonial authorities of the Government-General would be involved in their transmission; however, the 

largest source consisted of Japanese bibliophiles residing in Korea.

The largest collections of Old Korean Books in Japan are as follows

(1) The Agawa Collection, Main Library, University of Tokyo

This is the collection of Agawa JπrΩ 阿川重郎 (1870–1942), a construction entrepreneur involved in the 

building of Korean railways, which was purchased by the University of Tokyo in 1925. A dedicated antiquarian, 

Agawa extended his interests to the collection of Old Korean Books, which are more impressive in terms of 

their quantity than their quality. That being said, the inclusion of a fair number of royal gift editions (naesabon) 

suggests Agawa being connected to high ranking yangban families, from whom he acquired several rare and 

valuable titles. Since the collection has been cataloged according to the University’s general system, the titles are 

interspersed among the stacks.

(2) The Imanishi Collection, Central Library, Tenri University

This is the former collection of Imanishi Ryπ 今西龍 (1875–1932), who held a joint professorship at KeijΩ and 

Kyoto Imperial Universities in the broad field of premodern Korean history, covering the period from antiquity to 

the early modern period. The titles in the collection reflect the fact that they were acquired as historical sources 

for Prof. Imanishi’s research, and many were hand-copied by Imanishi himself or hired professionals. Tenri 

University also chose to catalog the collection as part of its general stacks.

(3) The Kawai Collection, Kyoto University Library

This collection was acquired by economic historian Kawai Hirotami 河合弘民 (1872–1918) while serving as 

the assistant principal of the TΩyΩ Takushoku Academy’s KeijΩ Branch. The collection found its way to Kyoto 
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University after Kawai’s death through the auspices of Imanishi Ryπ. The collection can be divided into Old Korean 

Books, commerce-related sources (booklets and documents), and miscellaneous, also strongly reflecting the 

owner’s academic interests; however, the Old Korean Books are of particular bibliographic value, demonstrating 

his expertise regarding the genre, which was highly praised by Maema KyΩsaku himself. The commerce-related 

sources mostly pertain to cotton stores in Seoul. The whole collection has been classified as rare books, requiring 

lengthy procedures before viewing them.

(4) Kanpon Collection, Nakanoshima Library (∂saka Prefecture)

This is the former collection of Chinese classical poet SatΩ Hiroshi 佐藤寛 (Rokuseki 六石, 1864–1927), 

which was purchased by the Sumitomo 住友 Family and donated to the Nakanoshima 中之島 Library. The titles 

seem to have been acquired during the years SatΩ served as a consultant to the Yi royal family through the 

recommendation of Resident-General ItΩ Hirobumi 伊藤博文. The collection comprises almost all of the Library’s 

Kanpon, including a fair number of rare and valuable titles and several unique works.

(5) Toyo Bunko 

This is the final depository for the titles collected by Old Korean Books research pioneer Maema KyΩsaku, 

who spent a career in Korea as the official language interpreter of the Government-General of Korea. Donations 

were made in 1924 and 1942, including the cream of the crop in Old Korean Books selected by the foremost 

authority in the field, almost all stamped with “ZaisanrΩ” 在山楼 and “Maema-shi zΩsho” 前間氏蔵書 marks. The 

Toyo Bunko also holds a small number of Old Korean Books acquired by Shidehara Taira 幣原坦 (1870–1953), 

who served as the first chancellor of Taipei Imperial University.

(6) The Ogura Collection, Chinese Classics Corner, Faculty of Letters Library, University of Tokyo

This collection contains titles acquired by Ogura Shinpei 小倉進平 (1882–1944), a pioneer in the field of  

Korean linguistics [Ogura 1920] and professor of Korean language and literature at KeijΩ Imperial University. The 

collection consists mainly of linguistic sources for the professional researcher, reflecting the academic interests 

of Ogura, who was awarded the Imperial Award by the Imperial Academy of Japan in 1935 for his KyΩka oyobi 

Ridoku no kenkyπ 郷歌及び吏読の研究 [Ogura 1929] and selected as ChΩsen Person of Cultural Merits. 

(7) Tsushima Folk Museum (Nagasaki Prefecture)

The Museum holds titles that were presented to the lords of Tsushima Domain during the Tokugawa Period 

by the kings of the Joseon Dynasty. Although not great in number compared with modern terms, the SΩ Clan held 

the largest collection of Old Korean Books in Japan up until the end of the Meiji Period. 

(8) The Asami Collection, C.V. Starr East Asian Library, University of California at Berkeley

These are the titles acquired by jurist Asami RintarΩ 浅見倫太郎 (1868–1943) while serving as a superior 

court judge in the Government-General of Korea. Chosen by him as an expert philologist, whom Maema KyΩsaku 

also praised in terms of bibliographical insight, the titles were made a part of the Mitsui Collection in Tokyo in 

1920, but within the chaos and confusion following the Asia-Pacific War they were sold off and sent to the United 

States.
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(9) Other locations

The HΩsa 蓬左 Library (Nagoya City), the SeikadΩ 静嘉堂 Collection, the DaitΩkyπ 大東急 Memorial Library, 

and the Iwase 岩瀬 Library (Nishio 西尾 City, Aichi Prefecture) all hold Old Korean Books, which are thought to 

have entered Japan during the Tokugawa Period, along with other institutions and individuals.

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have viewed the world of Old Korean Books which have enthralled bibliographers, 

philologists, and bibliophiles with their unique physical binding and printing characteristics, from the perspective 

of premodern historical studies. In conclusion, the author wants to point out two barriers to make future 

bibliographical studies of Old Korean Books more meaningful. 

To begin with, in the bibliographical research done to date, the physical characteristics of Old Korean Books, 

mainly their copper moveable type printing, has been overemphasized. Surely, being the world’s first metal 

moveable type printing is of great value in terms of cultural history; however, we must not forget the fact that the 

breakthrough was by no means a technological innovation aiming at the mass production of books. Rather, the 

cultural value of Old Korean Books printed with metal movable types resided in their character as a symbol of 

authority bestowed by the royalty to limited members of the society, as we can see in the case of naesabon. That 

is to say, the historical significance of metal type printing during the Joseon Period is completely different from 

that of Gutenberg’s breakthrough. By ignoring that difference and emphasizing merely the date of the innovation, 

as historic as it may be, one is in danger of blowing the event out of proportion and avoiding the next step of 

evaluating it objectively within the overall history of book making.

Secondly, regarding the social significance of the Old Korean Books, in the same vein as the first point, 

Chinese books that were distributed throughout the early modern Korean society were predominantly either 

printed in woodblock or handwritten, metal type printed editions being comparatively few and far between 

numerically and extremely limited in circulation. This resulted from the peculiar situation surrounding the 

circulation of books in Korea at that time, where books were exchanged among the literati as personal gifts and 

lent out to be copied for wider distribution, lacking such a book market as developed like in China and Japan of 

the same era. 

Hand-copied Old Korean Books, which were produced under such situation, retain physical characteristics 

significantly different from those of the books produced with metal movable types, but still they can be termed 

as Old Korean Books in terms of their contents. Old Korean Books actually circulated in many different forms in 

reaching their readers, making any attempt to generalize the character of the genre an oversimplification of its 

significance in the society or its true relationship to its readers. 

Note 
 * This paper is a Japanese translation of the following works. “ChΩsenbon no sekai” 朝鮮本の世界. 2011. In Higashi Ajia 

shoshigaku heno shΩtai 東アジア書誌学への招待 (Introduction to the East Asian Bibliography), ed. ∂sawa Akihiro 

大澤顯浩, Gakushπin Daigaku TΩyΩ bunka kenkyπ sΩsho 学習院大学東洋文化研究叢書 (Gakushuin University East 

Asian Culture Research Series), vol. 2, pp. 23–40. Tokyo: TΩhΩ Shoten. The original work is part of the research result 
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of the author’s project “Senzen-ki Nihon-jin kenkyπsha niyoru ChΩsen-chi no kΩchiku” 戦前期日本人研究者による朝
鮮知の構築 (Construction of Korean Knowledge by Japanese scholars during the pre-war period; Grants-in-Aid for 

Scientific Research B, 2009–2012, Grant Number 21320133).
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Keynote Speech 1

Bounding Early Modern Japan: Bakufu Maps, Hayashi Shihei, Kondō Jūzō, and Inō Tadataka

Ronald P. TOBY

(Professor Emeritus, EALC and History, The University of Illinois)

The early-modern Japanese regime̶i.e., the Tokugawa bakufu and the political order under its authority̶
produced four distinct iterations of “maps of Japan” (Nihon-zu; Nihon sΩzu) over the course of the seventeenth 

and early eighteenth centuries, but each of these maps differed from the others in regard to the territory the 

bakufu viewed as comprising “Japan.” The first, compiled in the 1630s, mapped only the three large islands of 

Honshu, Shikoku and Kyushu, along with Iki and Tsushima, and a few offshore islands; the second, compiled in 

the 1660s, added Ezo (Hokkaido) and Chishima (“thousand islands,” i.e. Kuril) schematically; the third (1692) 

added the Ryukyus, but the fourth and final map excluded the Ryukyus as not part of Japan. At least until the late 

eighteenth century, in other words, the bakufu had not arrived at a definitive view as to what was included in the 

territory of “Japan,” or̶conversely̶what constituted the boundaries of “Japan.”
The bakufu’s maps of Japan were compiled on the basis of survey maps of Japan’s constituent provinces (kuni) 

produced on Edo’s orders, which included specifications as to scale, graphic conventions, representation of district 

(gun) and province etc.1 The first national map compiled under Edo’s aegis included only Honshu, Shikoku, and 

Kyushu, as well as offshore islands like Sado, Iki and Tsushima; later iterations included a schematic indication of 

Ezo and the Chishima islands, and one iteration (the penultimate one) included the Ryukyu islands. As early as 

the 1640s, Edo ordered compilation of kuniezu for the Ryukyu archipelago, but did not include the archipelago in 

its national maps until the 1690s̶and then excluded the Ryukyus from the subsequent national map of 1717.

The bakufu, as well as popular discourse, referred to Japan as comprising “sixty-six provinces” 
(rokujπ-rokkakoku; rokujπ-rokushπ) or “sixty-six provinces plus two islands” (rokujπ-rokushπ nitΩ), the “two 

islands” referring to the islands of Iki and Tsushima, offshore north of Kyushu.2 This discourse implicitly excluded 

from Japanese territory both the island of Ezo, to the north, and the Ryukyu archipelago to the southwest, which 

were popularly regarded as alien territory (ikoku; iiki). The four successive manuscript bakufu maps either 

excluded both Ezo and Ryukyu entirely; included only one, but not the other; or (once only) included both 

Ryukyu and Ezo in the official map of “Japan.” None of these four maps was ever officially made public; some 

scholars assert that commercial mapmakers may have had informal access to official bakufu map, but none has 

cited evidence to substantiate that claim.

Similarly, maps and gazetteers of “Japan” published commercially in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries, as well as hand-painted maps produced on folding screens, shared no consistent vision of the outer 

boundaries of Japanese territory̶and in any case the territory they mapped rarely coincided with the territory 

of “Japan” that was asserted in the official bakufu maps. Seventeenth-century printed Japan maps (with the 

possible exception of the “Map of Earthquakes in Great Japan” [Dai Nihon jishin no zu, 1624]) relegated both 

Ezo and Ryukyu to the margins̶bleeding into the map from outside, but only showing a small part of each. 

Ontologically, commercially published maps accorded Ezo and Ryukyu treatment identical to that given to Korea 

(ChΩsen) in the northwest, and to the mythic islands of “Rasetsu” to the south and “GandΩ” to the north as what 

I term “boundary conditions,” that is, as lands not part of, yet near, the territory of “Japan.” Some of these maps 

distinguished between “Matsumae,” the castle town of the Matsumae daimyo responsible for trade and relations 

with the physically, culturally, and linguistically distinct indigenous population of Ezo (as well as the Kurils and 
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Sakhalin).

Gazetteers, likewise, largely confined their coverage to the “sixty-six provinces and two islands,” and 

often explicitly excluded Ryukyu and Ezo from Japan by noting their distance from some port in “Japan.” An 

early example is Nihon bunkei-zu (1666), a gazetteer of the sixty-six provinces and two islands, which makes 

no mention of Ryukyu or Ezo, noting only that Matsumae is a two-day voyage from Nobeji in northern Mutsu 

Province. In such a scheme, “Ryukyu” and “Ezo” were just as foreign as Korea or Cambodia. Similarly, in his 

Hitome tamaboko Ihara Saikaku only cursorily notes a few places beyond Mutsu Province̶Ezo-ga-chishima, 

Rakkoshima, and Matsumae among them̶and regards the Ryukyus as a foreign country (karakuni) five-

hundred ri from Nagasaki.3

That is to say, the mutually inconsistent and sometimes contradictory representations of what comprised 

the territory of “Japan” in maps and gazetteers produced by both the Tokugawa authorities, as well as the makers 

of commercially published maps and gazetteers suggest that they were not concerned with delineating the 

boundaries of Japan vis-a-vis whatever constituted territory contiguous to Japan. To the extent that this “Japan,” 
unlike China or Korea̶or France or Spain̶was entirely surrounded by water, of course, it may not be surprising 

that Japanese authorities and cartographers in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries felt no need to delineate 

clear, explicit linear boundaries.

In the late eighteenth century, beginning in the 1770s, with increasing urgency in the 1780s and 1790s, 

however, and specifically with the encroachment of Russian forces (both commercial and military) in northern and 

eastern Ezo, the pretense of a borderless Japan rapidly became untenable. Interestingly, it was neither the bakufu 

itself, nor the daimyo of Matsumae, who first noted the urgency of establishing clear boundaries to Japanese 

territory in the northeast, but intellectuals outside official circles. Among these, the Sendai samurai Hayashi Shihei 

(1738–1793) stands out as the first to assert explicit and clearly marked Japanese boundaries in both the north 

and the south.

In his Sangoku tsπran zusetsu (Illustrated Survey of the Three Countries) Hayashi argued that, “statesmen 

who do not know geography are bound to fail in the face of crisis.”4  To inform their thinking he offers maps of the 

“three foreign countries whose territory abuts our country, and are thus countries which border ours.”5  Those 

“three countries” are Korea, the Ryukyus, and Ezo, all of which he regarded as ontologically equivalent foreign 

countries.

In this presentation I will examine how Hayashi delineated specific boundaries between Japanese and foreign 

territory in his Sangoku tsπran zusetsu, with particular attention to the northeastern periphery, and the ways 

his project of establishing clear boundaries was continued by others in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries, especially KondΩ JπzΩ and InΩ Tadataka.

Notes
 1 There is an extensive literature on kuniezu; see, especially: Kawamura Hirotada, “‘Kuniezu’ (Provincial Maps) 

Compiled by the Tokugawa Shogunate in Japan,” in Imago Mundi 41 (1989): 70–75; Kawamura Hirotada, Kuniezu 

(Yoshikawa KΩbunkan, 1990); Sugimoto Fumiko, “Kuniezu,” in Iwanami kΩza Nihon tsπshi 12 (Iwanami Shoten, 

1994): 303–325; Kuniezu Kenkyπkai, ed., Kuniezu no sekai (Kashiwa ShobΩ, 2005).

 2 Heike monogatari (thirteenth century), “Nihon wa mukashi, sanjπ-sankakoku ni te arikeru o, nakagoro rokujπ-

rokkakoku ni wakeraretannari.” In Tyler’s rendition, “Japan, in times gone by, had just thirty-three provinces; but 

these were split more recently into sixty-six.” The Tale of the Heike, translated by Royall Tyler (Viking, 2012): 104–105. 

Nihon kokugo daijiten lists this as the locus classicus.

 3 Ihara Saikaku, Hitome tamaboko (Osaka: Kariganeya ShΩbei, 1689).
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 4 “Kokuji ni azukaru mono, chiri o shirazaru toki wa, chiran ni nozomite shitsu ari  国事ニ与ル者地理ヲ不知
トキハ治乱ニ臨テ失有 .” Hayashi Shihei, Sangoku tsπran zusetsu (1 vol. and 5 maps, Edo: Suharaya Ichibei, 1786); 

cf. Hayashi Shihei, Shinpen Hayashi Shihei zenshπ, 5 vols. + suppl. vols., Yamagishi Tokuhei and Sano Masami, ed. 

(Daiichi ShobΩ, 1978–1980), vol. 2: 19.

 5 “Sore, kono sangoku wa jΩ o honpΩ ni sesshite jitsu ni rinkyΩ no kuni nari  夫此三国ハ壌ヲ本邦ニ接シテ実ニ隣
境ノ国也 ”. Ibid.

Session 1

History that Lies within the Antique Maps

LIN Tieng Jen

(National Palace Museum, Taipei)

Antique maps are one of the most critical materials for researchers to study historical development, at the 

same time, they are one of the major resources for researchers to learn about how people in the historical period 

perceived the surrounding environment. However, in the early years, research on ancient maps was not prevalent. 

It was only used as annotations for historical papers instead of being seen as a key part of historical evidence, 

which was a shortcoming for the study of antique maps. 

In recent years, cartography has begun to drift apart its attachment from the study of history and become an 

independent subject for academic research. With the help of scholars who dedicate themselves to cartographic 

studies, such trend may very well expand and prosper. When cartography gradually formed into its own branch 

of study, theories and methodology were also brought into life. Researchers got to enter the world of maps with 

a different perspective and combine the outcome with historical studies and therefore opening a new horizon to 

map reading. Such a development in cartography deepens and broadens the scope of map studies.

For a long time, maps have always played a supporting material role in the research fields of various 

disciplines; in other words, although the development of research on maps was early and functional, this study 

had not yet become an independent discipline. In the premodern era maps were considered no more than a 

reproduced picture which was distinct from text. This view limits our understanding of maps, because maps 

were confined to the historical data of the map, and its interpretation must be transformed into a narrative by the 

reader, and thus the map is positioned as an auxiliary tool in the historical material category. However, in recent 

years, the study of graphs has shown a booming trend, making cartography gradually become a professional 

discipline. The researchers interpret the illustrations from different aspects such as the style, beauty, genre, 

epochal meaning and historical data reflected in the map. From the information revealed on the surface to the 

hidden meaning behind it, they are gradually being deeply explored. Therefore, the map evolved from the original 

practical object to the later generation to understand the special carrier of the previous generation, and as a 

document interpretation; its importance has greatly increased.

For a long time, maps have always played a supporting material role in the research fields of various 

disciplines, in other words, although the development of research on maps was early and functional, this study 

had not yet become an independent discipline. In the premodern era maps were considered no more than a 

reproduced picture which was distinct from text. This view limits our understanding of maps, because maps were 

confined to the historical data category of the map, and their interpretation had to be transformed into a narrative 

by the reader. Thus, the map was positioned as an auxiliary tool among historical sources.
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The Oldest Map Becomes the Newest: Takemori Dōetsu’s 1696 Map of the Ryūkyū Kingdom

WATANABE Miki

(Associate Professor, Department of Interdisciplinary Cultural Studies, 

Graduate School of Arts and Science, The University of Tokyo)

The Ryπkyπ Islands began to be formed into a kingdom around the 12th century. In the late 14th century, 

that kingdom entered into tributary relations with the Ming dynasty, newly formed in 1368. As a result, the Ryπkyπ 

Kingdom was able to obtain huge amounts of Chinese-made goods through the tributary trade with Ming and to 

engage in a royally managed entrepôt trade that connected China, Japan, the Korean Peninsula, and Southeast 

Asia. By the beginning of the 15th century, Ryπkyπ was enjoying commercial prosperity under the relative stability 

of the Ming world order.

Yet, the Ryπkyπ prosperity did not last long. The 16th century saw a weakening of the Ming position and 

large-scale entry into the international trade scene by private Chinese merchants, who displaced Ryπkyπ traders 

first in Korea and later in Southeast Asia. In addition to these troubles, the Ryπkyπ Kingdom was unable to fend 

off an invasion by Japan in 1609 and found itself subject thereafter to both the Ming (and subsequently the Qing) 

dynasty of China and the Tokugawa shogunate. 

In 1696 during the Tokugawa period, a Fukuoka samurai, Takemori DΩetsu 竹森道悦, reproduced a map 

of the Ryπkyπ Kingdom (Ryπkyπ-koku zu 琉球国図) [Map I] and presented it to the locally famous Dazaifu 

Tenman-gπ Shrine 太宰府天満宮. After spending decades in the storehouse of a museum, this map came to the 

attention of researchers in 2004 and has been much discussed since. 

One major reason this map has so fascinated the academic community is that it closely resembles the oldest 

known printed map of the Ryπkyπ Kingdom (Yugung-guk chi t’o 琉球国之図) [Map II], produced in Korea 

in 1471, but describes the kingdom in even greater detail than that earlier map had. Map II is contained in the 

Haedong chegukki 海東諸国紀, compiled by the Korean scholar-official Shin Sukchu 申叔舟, and it was most 

likely produced using another map [Map III] as a source. Although it does not exist now, according to historical 

records, Map III was presented to the Korean government in 1453 by the Hakata monk-merchant DΩan 道安, who 

traded heavily with Ryπkyπ and Korea. 

After careful analysis, it was determined that Map I consist only of the elements and information from 

between the late 15th and 16th centuries at the latest, and there is an even closer relationship between Map I and 

Map III than there is between Map II and Map III. Therefore, it seems likely that Map I was not a direct copy of 

Map II but a reproduction (maybe even a direct copy) by using Map III line as the basis for its cartography. 

Thanks to the unexpected appearance of Map I, many scholars, including me, are now actively using its 

contents and advancing their research on the maritime interaction among Ryπkyπ and the other countries during 

the 15th century. Additionally, I have been tackling research on Takemori DΩetsu’s reproduction of Map I in the 

late 17th century, but these two researches have not met up with each other. 

Simply thinking, however, why did DΩetsu pick up such a Ryπkyπ map detailing the past conditions during 

the golden age of trade to reproduce and present to the shrine? To come to the point, it was highly probable that 

DΩetsu surely did not know that Map I was the old map but took it as the newest one so far that he could obtain. 

One reason behind this may be the great changes in the Ryukyu-Japanese relations caused by the Japanese 

invasion in 1609. Because the Shogunate rule controlled strictly the communications and commodity distribution 

between Japan and Ryπkyπ, for the overwhelming majority of Japanese, Ryπkyπ became a more remote, 

inaccessible country than it had been previously. 
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Map II:  Map of the Ryπkyπ Kingdom (琉
球国之図)]. Woodblock print. 

Reproduced from the website 

of National Diet Library’s Digital 

Collections, Tokyo, Japan.

Map I:  The Ryπkyπ Kingdom Map (琉球国図). Manuscript copy, 

approximately 88.0× 176.cm. Courtesy of the Okinawa 

Prefectural Museum & Art Museum, Okinawa, Japan.

Ryπkyπ

Satsuma
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Ryukyu and Taiwan in Maps of China made in Edo Japan

TAKAHASHI Kimiaki

(Research Fellow, Toyo Bunko; Professor Emeritus, Nagoya University)

I. Inception

It was on December 3, 2014 in Toyo Bunko 東洋文庫 that I encountered the map when Prof. emeritus 

Hosoya Yoshio 細谷良夫 at Tohoku Gakuin University and his colleague Prof. Onuma Takahiro 小沼孝博 gave 

an introduction of the map “Dai-Min-Chili-No-Zu” 大明地理之圖 with Hosoya family’s back ground as oriental 

medicine specialist since the early eighteenth century (Hosoya and Onuma, 2015). Hosoya family previously 

donated the map to Toyo Bunko in the same year.

Ming China territory occupies the central part of the map, and Western regions 西域, Mongolian plateaus, 

Korean peninsula, Japanese archipelago, Ryukyu islands, a part of Southeast Asia surround it. A lot of place names 

derived from legendary Yugong 禹貢 and icons of historical sites are arranged in administrative divisions in Ming 

China era. It is a map with old information in new framework.

Korean peninsula, Japanese archipelago and Ryukyu islands are in line along the right-side frame from the 

north to the south. In terms of map integration, a map of Korea and a map of Japan must be added to the base 

map of China. It will be discussed whether a map of Ryukyu Kingdom is added or not.

Figure 1. “Dai-Min-Chili-No-Zu” in Toyo Bunko
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II. Toyo Bunko “Dai-Min-Chili-No-Zu” and three others

Bibliographical data of Toyo Bunko “Dai-Min-Chili-No-Zu” (Map A) are as follows.

<Map A>

Holder: Toyo Bunko

Title: Dai-Min-Chili-No-Zu

Size: 344.8 cm x 360.8 cm

Place and date of facsimile: Kyoto in 1814 (Bunka 11)

Map maker: Hosoya Korenao 細矢惟直 (Oriental medicine specialist)

In the bottom right corner of Map A, Ryukyu Kingdom (Ryukyu-Koku 琉球國) is located as a distinctive large 

island in which more than ten buildings are depicted with names related to the palace of Ryukyu King including 

gates, a pond, two temples, and two guest houses for missions from China. Sho-Ryukyu (Xiao-Liu-Qiu or Ryukyu 

Minor) is adjacent to the large island. These islands having same color pattern can be assumed as a territory and 

three Chinese characters Ryukyu-Koku 琉球國 stand for Ryukyu Kingdom in a rectangle frame.

West to Ryukyu Kingdom, three islands colored blue, Kuheki-To 𪓟鼊嶌, Kosai-To 高采嶌 and Hoko-To 澎
湖嶌 are arranged in an east-to-west direction. Except Houko-To, two others are known as names in itineraries 

of expeditions to Ryukyu 流求 dispatched by Sui government in the early seventh century. Kosai-To should be 

Koka-To 高華嶌 to be exact. The expeditions were recorded in the Book of Sui 隋書, since then quoted in many 

historical books in China by the time of emergence of Ryukyu Kingdom in the late fourteenth century (Akiyama, 

1935, pp. 349-379). Then, Kosai-To has another name Tonei (Dongning) 東寧. This trivial sign may suggest that 

map makers in Edo Japan had serious interests with Taiwan.

Tei Seiko (Zheng Chenggong) 鄭成功 occupied Taiwan, and died in 1662. His son Tei Kei (Zheng Jing) 鄭経 

took over the island, became the second King, and named the Kingdom as Tonei in 1664. Tei Seiko had Japanese 

mother in Hirado, and Tei family played a crucial role in setting a good relation with Japan through Tonei-Sen 東
寧船 trades at Nagasaki, so they are known there (Ishihara, 1945, pp.76-112). In that sense, Map A has Taiwan as 

Figure 2. Part of “Dai-Min-Chili-No-Zu” in Toyo Bunko
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name of Tonei.

The Toyo Bunko “Dai-Min-Chili-No-Zu” (Map A) has three other similar maps. All four maps are manuscript 

in colors, and traced back to common base maps of China, Korea and Japan.

Institute for advanced Studies in Asia, the University of Tokyo, holds “Dai-Min-Chili-No-Zu” (Map B) which 

is 288.0 cm x 358.2 cm in size, facsimiled in 1686 and added in 1690 at Yoshi-do 養志堂 (private school of oriental 

medicine) in Kyoto. It has description of map integration happened in 1681. Map maker is unknown.

Hosa Bunko, Nagoya City Museum 蓬左文庫 holds an untitled map (registered name: Shin-Koku-Juroku-

Sho-No-Zu 清国十六省之図; Map C) which is 165 cm x 199.3 cm in size, has no data of facsimile and place of map 

making. It has description of map integration happened in 1681. Map maker is unknown.

Ashida Bunko, Meiji University Library 蘆田文庫 has an untitled map which is 161.2 cm x 201.8 cm in size, has 

no data of facsimile and place of map making but some place in Mito. Map maker is Tachihara Kyosho 立原杏所 

(Painter, 1786-1840) who is a painter of Chinese pictures.

Map B is almost same as Map A on Ryukyu Kingdom. Map C and D commonly have Dai-Ryukyu 大琉球 (Ryukyu 

Major) with Sho-Ryukyu as an attached island. Dai-Ryukyu is depicted rather simple with no signs of palace-

related buildings. Map C has a red line connected Dai-Ryukyu with the main land China and Map D does as well. 

Map B, C and D unanimously have Tonei in Kosai-To.

During the conference and right after that, I got new information of “Dai-Min-Chili-No-Zu”, one is held in 

Yamaguni Jinja shrine, Kyoto and the other in National Museum of Asian Arts-Guimet, Paris. That suggest number 

of maps of this kind would increase for future.

III. Dai-Min-Sei-Zu

Currently three maps called “Dai-Min-Sei-Zu” 大明省圖 exist in Kushuon-In 久修園院 in Suita (Map X), 

Kobe City Museum (Map Y) and Dr. Gabor Lukacs in Paris (Map Z) (Gabor, 2014). All three maps are colored 

manuscript. “Dai-Min-Sei-Zu” is larger than Map A and B. In terms of the base map of China, “Dai-Min-Sei-Zu” is 

common to “Dai-Min-Chili-No-Zu” but Korea and Japan parts are different. The three maps are close relative to 

the four maps.

Figure 3.  Part of “Dai-Min-Sei-Zu” in Kushuon-In (The World In Japanese Maps Until The Mid-19th Cen-

tury, 1975)
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Map X is made in 1691 by chief priest Sokaku 宗覚 at Buddhist temple Kushuon-In, Map Y leaves a lot of 

marks of correction through referring to Map X, and Map Z explains of its bibliography including several copy 

works after making of Map X. In terms of extent maps, Map X is the oldest. However, the bibliography of Map Z 

accounts three predecessors back to circa 1680’s.

The three maps are almost identical. The large island with an account of sea route that two days voyage from 

Kuheki gets to Ryukyu Kingdom. It has no buildings. Kuheki 𪓟鼊, Hoko-Sho 澎湖嶼 and Koka 高華 are arranged 

in the east-to-west direction. Koka has an account of sea route that two days voyage from Senshu (Quanzhou) 泉
州 get to Koka. Like Map C and D, each of three maps has a red line drawn from Ryukyu Kingdom to Senshu. And, 

the three maps unanimously have no Tonei in Koka. It means Map X, Y and Z has no Taiwan.

During the conference and right after that, I got new information of “Dai-Min-Sei-Zu” held in National 

Archives of Japan.

IV. Map Integration

Map X, Y and Z are less edited than Map A, B, C and D. Elaborate Ryukyu Kingdom in Map A and B must 

be edited in the process of integration in Japan. Of course, the model can be traced back to Ryukyu-Zusetsu 

(Liuqiu-Tushuo) 琉球圖説 by Tei Jakuso (Zheng Ruoceng) 鄭若曾 sirca the mid-16th century, the third version 

of Koyo-Zu. (Quangyu-Tu) 廣輿圖 by Ra Kosen (Luo Hongxian) 羅洪先 in 1561 and Tosho-Hen (Tushu-Bian) 

圖書編 by Sho Ko (Zhang Huang) 章潢 in 1613. Moreover, an explanatory legend in each of the four maps written 

by Japanese mapmakers gives citation policy. Tosho-Hen is listed as one of them. Anyway, the original base map 

of China can be traced back to the 16th century.

Naming of Ryukyu-related islands has three types. Ryukyu-Koku without Ryukyu Minor in Map X, Y and Z is 

directly from the original base map of China. Ryukyu Major and Ryukyu Minor in Map C and D is edited in Japan. 

Ryukyu-Koku and Ryukyu minor in Map A and B are copied through citation from Tosho-Hen in japan. They show 

mapmakers appreciation for Chinese knowledge on Ryukyu issues.

The red line should be drawn in the original base map of China. Map X, Y, Z, C and D have the line connected 

Ryukyu with China. Map A and B do not. Map A, B, C and D has another red line drawn from Kyushu to Meishu-

Tsu (Mingzhou-Jin) 明州津. Meishu is old name of Ninpo (Ningbo) 寧波 but mapmakers intentionally spot another 

place for Meishu from Ninpo to distinguish close relation between Japan and China (Takahashi, 2012, pp. 31-43). 

These two kinds of red lines may reflect mapmakers’ interests of China with Japan or Ryukyu respectively.

Map A, B, C and D have Tonei in Kosai-To but Map X, Y and Z do not in Koka-To. That means the latter three 

maps maintain original form of the island and the former four express serious interests on Taiwan. Tonei is a sign 

of interest of Taiwan in early Edo period Japan.

V. Barbarian Ryukyu to Ryukyu Kingdom

This section starts with two Ryukyus which give references to see the transition from barbarian Ryukyu to 

Ryukyu Kingdom. “Nihon-Huso-Koku-No-Zu” 日本扶桑國之圖 (circa 14c.) in Hiroshima Prefectural Museum of 

History is a marvelous Gyoki style map (manuscript in black and red) in which Ryukyu-Koku 龍及國 is located 

along the upper left frame. Two Chinese characters follow Ryukyu-Koku. They look Atama 頭 (head) and Tori

鳥 (bird), which usually lead an expression of a species having a bird-head and human-body. Another feature is 

that a red line borders these Chinese characters with Japanese territory. The red line separates a space for non-

human species from another for human. The idea of a “bird-head and human-body” species can be traced back to 
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barbarian Ryukyu in the Book of Sui.

Korea provides an excellent example of map of Yugu (Ryukyu) as an attached map “Yugu-Kuk-Ji-Do” 琉球國
之圖 in Haedong Cheguk Ki 海東諸國紀 (1471). The main island with rich information of Naha port, Shuri palace 

and other places is disposed in the center of the map and surrounded by small islands with sea routes information. 

For short, it is totally different from the palace-oriented map of Ryukyu Kingdom like in Map A and B and does not 

have any barbarian factor. This map is the earliest extent map of Ryukyu Kingdom. However, the map “Yugu-Kuk-

Ji-Do” did not affect mapmaking of China-centered Asian maps made in Japan.

VI. Tonei and Kokusenya (Koxinga)

Miyagi Prefectural Library holds “Kunyu-Wankuo-Chuantu” (Konyo-Bankoku-Zenzu) 坤輿萬國全圖 by 

Matteo Ricci 利瑪竇 (1602) and its accurate copy with brilliant colors. They can claim themselves as a world 

map, and both have Dai Ryukyu and Sho Ryukyu standing for Ryukyu Kingdom and Amami Oshima 奄美大島 

respectively. In this case, Sho Ryukyu is rather independent from Dai Ryukyu. An island between Dai Ryukyu 

and Luzon 呂宋 has no name in the original map and Tonei in the copy map. At least, Matteo Ricci geographically 

recognized the island but no reliable information of its name.

Once Da Liuqiu or Dai Ryukyu was brought in Japan, it was always allocated to Ryukyu Kingdom in maps. 

Xiao Liuqiu or Sho Ryukyu was treated differently. In Matteo Ricci’s “Kunyu-Wankuo-Chuantu”, it stands for 

Amami island. Of course, this idea was originated in China like other examples.

Unknown mapmaker reproducing the copy map of “Kunyu-Wankuo-Chuantu” in Japan surely had information 

of the island as Tonei. It means the copy work was done after 1664 when Teikei named the Kingdom as Tonei, and 

same time shows keen interest with the island which is later called Taiwan. In that sense, usage of Tonei endorses 

the copy map to have a common concept of the island with the previous four maps though the former has totally 

different bibliography with the latter.

Figure 4. Part of “Kunyu-Wankuo-Chuantu” (Konyo-Bankoku-Zenzu) by Matteo Ricci (1602)
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Figure 5. Part of “Konyo-Bankoku-Zenzu”

Figure 6. Part of “Dai-Min-Itto-Nikyo-Jusan-Sho-Zu” in Todo Shugun Kokon Enkaku Zu
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Nagakubo Sekisui provides another example of keen interests with Taiwan. “Dai-Min-Itto-Nikyo-Jusan-Sho-Zu” 
大明一統二京十三省圖 in the atlas and one sheet large map “Dai-Shin-Koyo-Zu” 大清廣輿圖 (completed in 1783, 

published in 1785) have Taiwan-related islands. The former has a banana-shaped island with three names Taien 

(Dayuan) 大寃 in the middle, Shora (Zhuluo) 諸羅 in the north and Hozan (Fengshan) 鳳山 in the south. Beside 

the island, belief history is described that barbarian name is Ta-Ka-Sa-Go (Ta-He-Sha-Go) 塔曷沙古, Koku-Sen-Ya 

(Ko-Xin-Ga) 国姓  named Tonei-Koku (Dongning-Guo), and another name is Taiwan. All the information should 

be in the original atlas. Of course, Koku-Sen-Ya means Tei-Seiko (Zheng Chenggong). Chikamatsu Monzaemon 

won a great reputation through long-run staging of Ningyo Joruri (puppet theater) “Koku-Sen-Ya-Kassen” 国性
合戦 for more than seventeen months. It started in the eleventh month of 1715.

The latter has additional accounts of gazetteers, history, place names and Sho-Ryukyu (Xiao-Liuqiu) 小
琉球 off the southwest coast of island. Currently, tourists can enjoy one day trip for Xiaoliuqiu from Gaoxiong 

port. Sekisui added these accounts to the map. The latter map shows Sekisui’s serious motivation to add Taiwan 

information on maps.

VII. Ryukyu and Taiwan Imagined

A map maker in Japan has a map of China to duplicate it for himself or publish for many persons who are 

interested in history, geography, literature in China, namely Sinology. He does not want to change the core part of 

maps. If possible, he wants to edit the other parts, Japanese archipelago, Korean peninsula, or islands in the sea.

Figure 7. Part of “Dai-Shin-Koyo-Zu”
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In terms of Ryukyu, map makers tend to choose Chinese sources. They do not choose “Yugu-Kuk-Ji-Do” in 

Haedong Cheguk Ki which can be an excellent candidate for Ryukyu Kingdom. Sho-Ryukyu issues brought some 

diversity or confusion on map making in China. Map makers in Japan accepted and reflected them on map making. 

Transition from barbarian Ryukyu to Ryukyu Kingdom corresponds to changes in original maps of China.

Taiwan issues were treated differently. As Map A, B, C and D, putting Tonei on the island Kosai-To shows 

strong intention of the map makers to visualize Taiwan. Tonei was the earliest representation for Taiwan since the 

early 17th century. That paved a way to the long run success of “Koku-Sen-Ya-Kassen” by Chikamatsu Monzaemon 

since the early 18th century. Then, Ta-Ka-Sa-Go and Koku-Sen-Ya in maps followed that popularity.
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Comment to Session 2

SHIH Wen-cheng

(Associate Curator, Research Division, National Museum of Taiwan History)

Professor Lin’s article is a sharing of some of the experiences and research methods of his map research 

in recent years. He thinks that cartography is a study in combination of various branches of knowledge, the 

interpretation of historical documents, the knowledge in chorography, the academic background in geography and 

toponymy. And the researcher should also do internal and external analysis of a map, taking into consideration the 

historical background, the style and the drawer’s habit.

Indeed, the study of antique maps is like a process of decoding and translating, especially the language of the 

old map needs to be translated. In addition, the map has different themes, political economy, military, engineering, 

and feng shui (風水), etc. The map of China also involves the discussion of art history and image history, so the 

study of maps is indeed attractive. Lin’s paper mentioned several methods for studying maps. I think there is 

another point that is important. Researchers should go out of the research room and go to the historical site to 

find out the landscape map and route of the ancient map. The research will find map can really reflecting reality. 

The second article is a study by Professor Watanabe Miki about the map of the Ryukyu Kingdom drawn by 
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Takemori Doetsu in 1696. Professor Watanabe has compared several different versions, and the map of Ryukyu in 

1696 actually reflect the situation of the Ryukyu Kingdom earlier. Indeed, map researchers often face the problem 

of version differences, which is one of the interesting points of map research. By comparing different versions, 

the difference in map drawing age can be arranged. Interestingly, the later the map does not necessarily reflect 

the latest historical geography information, Professor Watanabe gave us a good case study. Therefore, not only 

the drawing era, the historical era reflected in the map is also a key point. Professor Watanabe also mentioned a 

key point, which is the influence of the social network of the map maker. That is, the information that the map 

maker refers to and the map depiction of a certain area actually reflect the historical view and geographical view 

of the collective members of this social network. Therefore, for the study of old maps, in addition to the personal 

image, the social network and the era, the influence of the atmosphere also needs to be noticed. The third part 

is Professor Takahashi's research on Ryukyu and Taiwan in the map of China during the Edo period in Japan. 

Professor Takahashi’s paper mentions the Big Ryukyu and Little Ryukyu in the Chinese map. Big Ryukyu and 

Little Ryukyu should be named after the voyager in the southern Fujian Province. In the sailing needle book of 

the Ming Dynasty, it is also common to refer to the Little Ryukyu and the head of Little Ryukyu, which is often 

referred to as Taiwan. In the documents of the late Ming Dynasty, there are two names in Taiwan, the Pacan (north 

harbor) of the southwest and the Little Ryukyu of the north. Probably because the northern part of Taiwan is 

close to the Chinese Ryukyu tributary route, it is named as a small Ryukyu relative to the Big Ryukyu.

At the same time, in the map of China drawn in Europe in the 16th century, Little Ryukyu was often painted 

south of the Big Ryukyu, and occasionally added to Formosa in the north of the Little Ryukyu before the 17th 

century. Taiwan often appeared in the map in the name of Little Ryukyu. After the Dutch came to Taiwan, the 

name of Formosa gradually became exclusive to Taiwan. The study of Little Ryukyu should be an interesting 

topic. At that time, there was not only a Little Ryukyu in Taiwan in the East Asian waters. The islands near the 

Big Ryukyu were often called the Little Ryukyu, including the Little Ryukyu in the outer sea of Pingtung county in 

Taiwan, and even Luzon Island also known as Little Ryukyu.

The last thing I want to talk about is some thoughts on map research after I read three articles. The study 

of maps can not only look at the map alone, but also put the map back into the overall social context and context 

generated by the map. In addition, the map is used as an image and visual representation, and its production 

is also a part of the overall social and cultural production field. The image on maps may also be repeated in 

the contemporary image works. If the map can be regarded as a cultural product, the symbols and concepts of 

the map are naturally the focus of the researcher. What is the material culture represented by the map and its 

relevance to daily life? I think this should also be the focus of attention.

Keynote Speech 2

The Secret Life of Maps: A History of the National Museum of Asian Arts, Guimet through Its Cartographic 

Collection

Cristina CRAMEROTTI 

(Conservatrice en chef, Bibliothèque du Musée national des arts asiatiques-Guimet)

Maps are valuable. Today we tend to consider maps as mere tools for orientation, to find our way or a specific 

place. With our smartphones, we are never really lost anywhere in the world. But it has not always been like that. 
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Since the dawn of humanity, maps have raised passions. Coveted, hidden, stolen, exchanged, maps symbolised 

possession or control over a territory, a population, against neighbours or enemies. For explorers they meant 

victory over the hardships to discover unknown places, then for colonialists the expansion of the wealth and 

power of their country. A map is indeed a piece of land, a piece of dream. Object of desire, for the information 

contained, for the mere pleasure of beauty, as ancient maps are real pieces of art, combining the art of mapmaking 

with the art of painting a landscape. All these reasons explain why old maps still fascinate us, and why each one 

had a secret life from the time and places they were created until they end up in our hands. Their stories tell the 

story of the institution keeping them, and here is the story of the National museum of Asian art–Guimet.

The museum was founded in 1889 by a philanthropic industrialist, Emile Guimet (1836–1918). Interested in 

the religious fact, he made a grand tour in Asia in 1876–1877 to study oriental religions. His travels took him first 

to Japan where he spent two months, then China, Sri Lanka, and India. He was accompanied by Felix Régamey 

(1844–1907), a noted artist at the time, who was to sketch local life, settings, and people, in order to document 

Guimet’s research. Along the way, Guimet brought large collections of religious artefacts, books, and manuscripts 

for the museum of history of religions he intended to found. Of course he collected maps too. One very interesting 

map was given to him by the Japanese cook at his service, Jirô. It’s a manuscript map with colours Sado kuni jû 

omeguri mura ezu 佐渡國中御巡村絵図, noted “Plan de l’île de Sado” in his notebook, dated 1788. This is one of 

the many examples illustrating the secret life of the museum cartographic collection.

From the beginning Guimet created a library at the core of the museum, because he firmly believed in 

transmission of knowledge and the power of texts. Besides the books collected in Asia, the library quickly expanded 

with translations of religious texts, travel stories, research books on Asian civilisations. The collection contains 

maps, from ancient Western famous printed maps, published by Abraham Ortelius (1527–1598), Hendrick de 

Hondt (1597–1651), or Martino Martini (1614–1661), complemented by Sanson d’Abbeville’s L’Asie en plusieurs 

cartes nouvelles, et exactes; et en divers traités de géographie, et d’histoire (1652), to maps provided by the 

Service géographique de l’Indochine (Indochina geographical service).

All his life, Guimet kept a keen interest on scientific expeditions and he solicited specialists to help him 

build the museum collection. He had good relationships with key scholars like Paul Pelliot (1878–1945), Edouard 

Chavannes (1865–1918), and Victor Segalen (1878–1919). Their archives are deposited at the museum, and 

contain sometimes sketched maps of their journeys. The various edited books of the Mission Paul Pelliot 

contain maps and sketches from Central Asia still relevant nowadays. Charles Varat (1842 or 43–1893), a French 

explorer, visited Korea in 1888 and discovered a fascinating but unknown country. He then committed himself to 

introduce Korean civilisation in France. Together with Victor Collin de Plancy (1853–1922), a French diplomat 

based in Seoul, he donated precious books and artefacts to the museum, including a Korean manuscript atlas, 

Tongguk chido 東國地圖, dated mid-18th century, very typical of Korean mapmaking at the time. Thirteen maps 

with colours represent the world (天下圖), China, Korea general and eight provinces, Japan and the Ryukyu 

archipelago. Varat also brought back a wonderful height panels folding screen, representing a visit of a governor 

in Pyongyang. This painting proves the ambiguity of the very notion of map in Asian civilisations, since maps often 

are depicted as a landscape, between reality and imagination. 

Collin de Plancy gave another interesting folding screen with six panels representing the world. It is a copy 

of the map of the world that Jesuit Ferdinand Verbiest draw in 1674 at the Chinese emperor’s request. We know it 

was made in Korea in 1860 because the original woodblocks for this copy can be found in the Kyujanggak 奎章閣, 

the royal library of the Choson dynasty. 
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After Guimet’s passing, the tradition of working closely with scholars continued. Joseph Hackin (1886–

1941) embodies the fusion between the director of the museum, the scholar, and the archaeologists. He led 

various expeditions in Afghanistan and unearthed archaeological sites like Bamyan or Begram, discoveries well 

documented in the Mémoires de la délégation archéologique française en Afghanistan (Memoirs of the 

French archaeological delegation in Afghanistan). The sketches, photographs, plans, and maps are invaluable 

today after decades of war and destructions. Hackin was close to Jacques Bacot (1877–1965), renown specialist of 

Tibet, who gave to the museum a magnificent Tibetan thangka (end of the 18th century) depicting Lhassa and the 

surrounding area and leading monasteries in 1912, then in 1951 another thangka depicting the Potala in Lhassa. 

Again, the combination of map and landscape is evident.

The best part of the Chinese map collection comes from a single person, Arnold Vissière (1858–1930), a 

diplomat who spent long years in China. He studied Chinese in Paris then was posted in Beijing and other places 

from 1882 to 1898. His daughter in law donated to the library his important collection of books and 105 maps in 

1973. Among these, we find a beautifully painted map of the Grand Canal, one depicting the Yellow River from its 

source to the mouth of the ocean, various provinces and cities of China. But the most extraordinary map of China 

Xizang tu (BG58303, 62 x 97 cm)

Detail: Nam Tso lake, Lhasa, Shigatse
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in the museum is a Japanese copy of a monumental Ming dynasty map, Da Ming di li zhi tu 大明地理之圖, created 

by Murayama Kôshû 村山光衆 in 1762. The museum was able to acquire this map at auction in 2011.

The cartographic collection of the museum is strongly axed on East Asia. There are quite fewer maps from 

Southeast Asia, besides the ones created by the French authorities in Indochina, most dating from the beginning of 

the 20th century. One notable exception is the Map of Ava (Burma), donated by the family of Philibert Bonvillain 

(1852–1916), a French engineer posted in Burma between 1875 and 1885.  India too is poorly represented, besides 

paintings of temples like the Temple of Jagannath in Puri or Jain cosmological paintings. It is true that France was 

not present in the country outside some tiny spots and Great Britain took a rather dim view of French activities. 

In the museum, maps can be found isolated, in books, albums, and atlases, but also on folding screens, fans, 

paintings, thangkas, textiles… The different media pose various conservation problems. On paper, maps are fragile 

and tend to turn aciditic. Painting resist better but their textile support is also fragile. This situation explains 

why, according to the material presentation, they are kept in different places of the museum: the library or area 

sections. Maps have an ambiguous status, whether considered as scientific material or as museum artefacts. 

Session 2

Land Surveys in the Northeast for the ‘Huangyu quanlan tu ’

Cheng zhi (Kicengge)

(Professor, Otemon Gakuin University)

During the 47th year of the Kangxi reign (1708), the Kangxi emperor for the first time sent out three 

missionaries as part of a team of surveyors also including an escort, a carpenter, and others, in order to draw 

part of a map known as the ‘Huangyu quanlan tu’. They traveled through the Great Wall’s Shanhai Pass, along 

the seashore to the city of Fenghuang, and later west of the Changbai Mountains back to the city of Mukden. 

After that, they continued eastward, passing Ningguta, Hunchun, the Suifen River, and the Usury River, and on 

towards the lower reaches of the Amur River. Two years later, the emperor again sent out a team, this time mainly 

consisting of Manchus. They reached areas that were not visited during the first expedition, such as the mouth 

of the Amur River and the island of Sakhalin, where they undertook surveying activities. When we look carefully 

at the people who conducted the surveying activities on both expeditions, we see that the literature has hitherto 

focused solely on the role of the missionaries, while neglecting the Manchu expedition leaders and representatives 

of the Bureau of Astronomy. In this presentation, I use Manchu and other language materials to revisit the 

surveying activities related to the Kangxi-era ‘Huangyu quanlan tu’ and undertaken in the Northeast.

An Explanation of the Relationship Between Maps and Shan Shui Paintings

USAMI Bunri

(Professor, Graduate Schools of Letters, Kyoto University)

Maps and shan shui 山水 paintings have been understood as two completely different things and thus have 

been treated by completely different academic fields. However, the boundary between them is ambiguous, as 

some maps represent mountains in a similar manner to shan shui paintings, and some shan shui paintings have 

included elements of maps. It is also noteworthy that there are works that merge the two to create what should 
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perhaps be called a “shan shui map.”
This presentation considers the definitions of maps and shan shui paintings, traces back to how the two have 

merged, and raises a new viewpoint on the history of Chinese maps.

Although there may be no need to repeat its definition, a map is “an expression of a part or the entire surface of 

the Earth with a set reduced scale using elements, such as symbols, letters, and colors” (Nihon Kokugo Daijiten, 

published by Shogakukan).

Meanwhile, Kojien (published by Iwanami Shoten) defines maps in a similar context and states that maps 

“use symbols and letters” but not “colors.” It is particularly noteworthy that Kojien omits “colors” in the definition, 

which indicates that it considers that maps are formed only by symbols and letters. As contour lines and other 

related elements are also “symbols” in a sense, this definition is, of course, acceptable. However, this matter is 

suggestive when considering how abstract symbols must be to define a map. In fact, it is rare for modern Chinese 

maps to include “only symbols and letters.” According to this logic, these maps cannot be considered as maps, but 

rather as “shan shui paintings.”
In comparison, shan shui paintings are extremely difficult to define. Although the Nihon Kokugo Daijiten 

has defined them as “paintings depicting natural landscapes of elements, such as mountains, river water, and 

trees as their subjects,” it is easily noticeable people being frequently depicted in Chinese shan shui paintings (or 

rather, it is rare that people are not included in these paintings).

Furthermore, Chinese shan shui paintings can be considered as such if they depict mountains and water 

(rivers). Although they are among Chinese paintings that have traditionally considered the expression of qi 気 as 

their major purpose, shan shui paintings had two purposes.

One purpose was to express how mountains and rivers were composed of qi. The other purpose was to 

express the artist’s own inner qi, so that painting is in a sense a self-portrait of the artist̶the imagery of the 

mountains and water is used to illustrate this qi. Needless to say, as the latter purpose is completely different from 

that of maps, such paintings have no overlapping similarity with maps.

As the former purpose ultimately relates to the reproduction of the appearance of the world, it is in tune with 

maps by “depicting the surface of the Earth.”
Furthermore, wòyóu 臥游 is considered to hold a similar purpose to that of maps, a purpose that drove 

the origination of shan shui paintings: people who have grown old and can no longer travel can enjoy these 

illustrations of the mountains and rivers they have visited previously and imagine they are there.

Regardless, the issue here is whether or not these paintings depict “actual scenery.”
While Chinese shan shui paintings that depict actual scenery are rare, maps are “actual scenery.”
Depicting “actual scenery” is a prerequisite for a merger of maps and shan shui paintings. This is inarguable. 

Therefore, to consider maps from the perspective of shan shui paintings, it is obvious that a good approach would 

be to begin considering “actual paintings of mountains and rivers.”
Meanwhile, shan shui paintings can be considered from the perspective of maps through the issue of 

“symbols” mentioned earlier, which refers to “how mountains and rivers are expressed as imagery in maps.” This 

issue is directly related to the issue of how to depict mountains and rivers in shan shui paintings. Concrete 

examples will be raised for consideration on this matter.

Furthermore, there is one more issue related to “perspective.” Maps generally depict the world vertically, 

whereas Chinese shan shui paintings are famous for having multiple perspectives within a single image. Most 

importantly, Chinese shan shui paintings are unique in how these numerous perspectives coexist in a single 
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painting. It is also well known that Chinese maps contain multiple perspectives, and this topic could be discussed 

considering the history of Chinese maps.

Landscape-style Maps in Early Modern China

OSAWA Akihiro

(Research Fellow, Toyo Bunko; Professor, Gakushuin University)

It is possible to trace landscape-style maps in China back to the Northern Song dynasty. It should be possible 

to trace such maps back to the Jingde shanchuan xingshi tu 景德山川形勢圖 (Map of the Geographical Layout 

of Mountains and Rivers during the Jingde Era) of Jingde 景德 4 (1007) of the Northern Song, when painters were 

dispatched throughout the country to draw the “topography of mountains and rivers and geographical distances,” 
and their drawings were then deposited with the Bureau of Military Affairs (Shumiyuan 樞密院) and used for 

military planning and taxation (Yuhai 玉海, vol.14).

For example, maplike landscape paintings such as the Shuchuan tujuan 蜀川圖巻 (Shu River) attributed 

to Li Gonglin 李公麟 (Freer Gallery of Art) could be found already during the Northern Song. And one can readily 

imagine the realities of illustrated maps during the Song, when, according to the Yuhai, painters were dispatched 

to draw maps.

The oldest extant examples of so-called landscape-style maps produced by traditional techniques were 

produced in local government offices in the late Ming. In addition to the illustrated maps of prefectures, 

subprefectures, and counties produced by government offices, maps focusing on particular subjects, such as the 

Yellow River, the Grand Canal, or frontier defences, were prepared for special requirements, had colours added to 

turn them into illustrated maps, and were then submitted to the authorities. 

It was previously quite rare to be able to view the originals of maps produced by local government offices 

in the late Ming, but since the mid-1980s photographic reproductions of extant late-Ming atlases have begun to 

become available.

Worthy of particular note are the atlases of Jiangxi province, and in addition to the Jiangxi yudi tushuo 江
西輿地圖説 produced in the late Ming and held by the National Library of China in Beijing, there also exist several 

prefectural maps of Jiangxi province, including the post-Kangxi 康熙-era Jiangxisheng fuxian fentu 江西省府
縣分圖 and the post-Yongzheng 雍正-era Jiangxisheng quantu 江西省全圖. On the one hand, the Qing dynasty 

employed Jesuits to conduct surveys and produce the Huangyu quanlan tu 皇輿全覧圖 (Map of a Complete 

View of Imperial Territory), but at the same time traditional illustrated maps also continued to be produced.

What is worth noting in particular about this late-Ming Jiangxi yudi tushuo is that, as well as being one of 

the earliest illustrated maps preserved by a government office, there have also survived the contemporaneous 

Jiangxi yudi tushuo by Zhao Bingzhong 趙秉忠 (Jilu huibian 紀録彙編, vol. 208) and the Rao Nan Jiu sanfu 

tushuo 饒南九三府圖説 by Wang Shimao 王世懋 (Jilu huibian, vol. 209) with which it can be compared.

According to Wang Shimao “Sanjun tushuo ba” 三郡圖説跋 (Wang Shimao’s postscript to the Rao Nan Jiu 

sanfu tushuo), this could be a provincial atlas in which maps of each prefecture, subprefecture, and county 

were drawn, followed by an explanation describing conditions there, and these were presented to the censor and 

brought together in a single volume.

These constitute only a small number of examples, but these geographical descriptions shed light on actual 

conditions in the regions from a vantage point that differs from that of local gazetteers. They record the situation 
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at the time in plain terms, describing how the land is barren and densely populated, or how there are many 

lawsuits, or how there is much damage from floods.

Unlike local gazetteers, the Jiangxi yudi tushuo records administrative comments on whether the 

prefectures and counties are “bustling,” “remote,” “complex,” or “simple,” indicative of an intent to respond 

directly to administrative needs. In the maps of prefectures and counties, mountains in the distance are veiled in 

mist, but otherwise they are rendered in the manner of the “blue-and-green” style of landscape painting, and the 

names of mountains are inscribed in gold letters. Buildings are noted in black ink inside white squares, and most 

of them are public facilities.

The fact that the Jiangxi yudi tushuo, compiled at a provincial level, took the form of a landscape painting 

is probably indicative of the fact that the maps brought together by the Bureau of Operations (Zhifangsi 職方司) 

in the Ministry of War (Bingbu 兵部) were in the form of landscape paintings. Although the maps found in the 

Da Ming yitongzhi 大明一統志 and various local gazetteers differ in their relative detail, they may generally be 

described as landscape-style maps, and this would have been because the maps compiled by government offices at 

various levels in the bureaucratic hierarchy were originally drawn in the style of landscape paintings. The originals 

of these coloured landscape paintings were produced in the provinces and then gathered together by the central 

government. 

A variety of illustrated maps prepared and submitted by government offices since the early Ming, starting 

with the Jiangnan ge daofu tubiao 江南各道府圖表 (Table of Maps of Regions and Prefectures in Southern 

China) can be seen in exhibition catalogues of the National Palace Museum in Taipei.

For example, Zhejian Hangzhou fu diyu tushuo 浙江杭州府地輿圖説 and Zhejian Taizhou fu diyu tushuo 

浙江台州府地輿圖説 are held in the National Palace Museum in Taipei, and Yangzhou fu tushuo 揚州府圖説 and 

Quanzhou fu yudi tushuo 泉州府輿地圖説 are held in the Library of Congress.

It may thus be assumed that during the Ming landscape-style provincial maps and particular subject maps 

were produced throughout the country, and these gradually accumulated, being either sent to the central 

authorities or kept by local government offices.

The Huangyutu 皇輿圖 is a very precious example of landscape-style map which was produced in late Ming 

and introduced to Japan, and it was formerly held by Momijiyama Bunko 紅葉山文庫, the former shogunal library 

in Japan, now held by the National Archives of Japan. 

It is bound in twelve albums, and when joined together it forms a large map measuring 444 × 348 cm. On 

the verso side there has been affixed the Kunyu wanguo quantu 坤輿萬國全圖 (Map of All Countries on the 

Earth) by Li Mado 利瑪竇 (Matteo Ricci). And it is known to have been presented to the shogun by the Nagasaki 

magistrate (bugyΩ 奉行) in KyΩhΩ 享保 19 (1734).

Although the Huangyutu shows roads, it does not mark the boundaries between administrative divisions. 

Cities are depicted at a prefectural level, but at the level of subprefectures and counties only the name of the 

subprefecture or county is given. The names of some rivers are also given, along with some place-names such as 

Masha 麻沙 and Ehu 鵝湖, and buildings such as temples and barrier stations are also shown. Considering the 

place-names on the maps, the map must postdate Wanli 萬暦 4 (1576) and may preserve information predating 

Wanli 11.
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Figure 1   Jiangxi quansheng tushuo 江西全省圖説, Ji’an fu tu 吉安府圖 

(National Library of China, Beijing)

 World Digital Library (https://www.wdl.org/en/item/3049/)

Figure 2  Huangyutu 皇輿圖, Quanzhou fu fujin 泉州府附近
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A Comment on Presentations of the Session 2

KOBAYASHI Shigeru

(Professor Emeritus, Osaka University)

Three presentations of the Session 2 concern with major themes of the early modern cartography of China. 

The first is Cheng Zhi’s presentation, which focuses on the survey of the Northeast Region carried out according to 

the order of the Kangxi emperor’s edict in 1709. After reviewing the mapping of this region during the Kangxi era, 

it describes the composition of the survey team and its interactions with local officials and villagers who supported 

the surveyors and their attendants. It is remarkable that a Manchu official with special knowledge of calendrical 

calculation and two map illustrators were included in this team besides three Westerners. The participation of 

these non-Western members suggests their contribution to map making of this age. In addition, the size of this 

team was larger than that estimated previously, because high officials accompanied their household servants. 

These findings make alterations to conventional view on map making and survey teams for the preparation of the 

Huangyu quanlan tu 皇輿全覧図, and correspond well with the view confirmed in recent book by Mario Cams 

(Cams 2017).

The second is Usami, Bunri’s presentation, which examines the relation between traditional mapping and 

pictorial arts in China. He directs his attention to the similarities of Shangshui paintings and landscape maps and 

discusses the difference between them from three viewpoints. The first concerns the nature of landscape painted: 

imagined scene versus actual view. The second is the direction of drawers’ gaze: horizontal versus vertical. 

Finally, Usami takes up human figures drawn on Shangshui paintings. He argues most of Shangshui paintings 

accompany human figures and sometimes the figures is the drawer’s alter ego as the case of Cezhangtu 策 図 by 

Shen Zhou 沈周.

In relation to this approach from humanities, we should pay attention to the cartographic view of Waldo 

Tobler (1930–2018), which argues that premodern maps have implicit projection and coordinate system to be 

extracted by the analysis of the positional relationship of geographical elements indicated on them (Tobler 1966). 

It seems possible to apply his view to clarify the distinction between Shangshui paintings and landscape maps. 

In other words, we will be able to recognize icons of landscape, from which we can extract coordinate system, as 

maps.

The third presentation by Osawa, Akihiro focuses on landscape maps, which were produced and accumulated 

at government offices. The access to these maps has been limited for researchers because they are manuscript 

and large-sized in many cases. However those in the major collections in China and overseas were gradually 

reprinted since the middle of 1880s and uploaded recently to digital archives. Osawa collected these images and 

examined them meticulously in order to reconstruct the making process of this kind of map, especially that during 

the last years of Ming. 

His findings take up various topics. Maps prepared at local government office were submitted to upper offices. 

Although the number of examples is still limited, explanation of these maps reflects local governors’ concerns, 

which are different those of local gazetteers, On the basis of these findings, important features of this category of 

map will be elucidated one after another in the near future. 

These presentations will give new insights to the study of early modern mapping in China, providing findings 

which do not correspond with conventional understanding. It is well known Cordell Yee (1994) reviewed the 

relation between Chinese traditional cartography and Western cartography imported from Late Ming era. I hope 

opinions of presenters concerning this overview will be expressed at the earliest opportunity.
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